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After starting an erasure, in case your erasure does not start (no activity or stuck at 0%) or errors start counting under the drive (Erasure-step, Advanced-
mode) or the software seems unresponsive, the problem can relate to one of the following reasons:

A firmware erasure is ongoing:

Check if the drive has remapped sectors (there is a “REMAPPED: X” yellow icon under the drive, X > 0) and if the erasure option “Erase 
remapped sectors” is enabled: if this is the case, the first step that is started is a firmware command that erases the remapped sectors. The 
command duration can vary based on the drive size and interface, from a few minutes (on new SSDs) to a few hours (on large HDDs). During the 
time of the erasure, the erasure progress will be stuck at 0% and it is recommended not to interact with the drive (do not unplug the drive under 
any circumstance, do not attempt to pause or cancel the erasure, do not attempt to refresh the list of drives… most of these recommendation are 
at least valid for any Drive Eraser version prior 6.3.0).
Since v6.3.0, there is an animation indicating that a firmware command is ongoing.

Bad cable connection:

Check that the drive is properly connected to the machine (power cable and interface cable). Lack of proper connection can result in read/write 
errors.

"OPAL" Lock:

"OPAL" is a misnomer for a Trusted Computer Group (TCG) security feature available on data storage devices ( ). TCG as OPAL security feature
variants such as “TCG Opal” or “TCG Enterprise” (other variants exist).
OPAL locks can be enabled by the computer manufacturer or by the computer owner and can prevent all read/write operations on the drive:

Blancco Drive Eraser supports TCG detection and TCG Crypto Erase commands on ATA drives since v6.8.0 and on SCSI/SAS drives 
since v6.11.0. A drive that supports TCG commands may display the icons “TCG OPAL”, “TCG ENTERPRISE”, “TCG OPALITE”, “TCG 
PYRITE” or “TCG RUBY”. A drives that is locked via the TCG security feature may display the icon “TCG LOCKED” or “TCG 
PASSWORD”.
If an OPAL lock is present on the drive level, it has to be removed before an erasure is attempted. In order to remove this security 
feature, a PSID Revert command has to be issued to the drive. This command returns the drive to its factory state where it can be 
erased as normally. The PSID Revert command requires a software tool, as well as an access to the PSID (Physical Security ID) which 
is printed on the drive’s label. The software tool that issues the PSID Revert command depends on the drive manufacturer/model. Below 
is a list of tools that are required for specific manufacturer's drives:

Western Digital/SanDisk drives: Crypto Erase Tool
Seagate drives: SeaTools
Samsung drives: Samsung Magician
Intel drives: SSD Pro Administrator
Micron/Crucial drives: Storage Executive
Kingston drives: SSD Manager
SK Hynix drives: Drive Manager
If these links do not work, try googling for example: “PSID Revert Crucial” to get information on the procedure for Crucial drives.

On some occasions, if the drive has an OPAL lock, the first erasure (if firmware-based) will fail, but after rebooting the machine the 
second erasure (also firmware-based) will succeed.

Other reasons may exist and they should be checked case by case. Make sure that you sav after e   a Blancco Drive Eraser / Blancco 5 issue report
witnessing the problem and then contact the Blancco Technical Support.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opal_Storage_Specification
http://kb.sandisk.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14851/~/what-is-crypto-erase%3F
http://www.seagate.com/gb/en/tech-insights/how-to-ise-your-drive-master-ti/
http://www.samsung.com/semiconductor/minisite/ssd/download/tools.html
https://downloadcenter.intel.com/download/26073/Intel-SSD-Pro-Administrator-Tool
http://www.crucial.com/usa/en/support-storage-executive
https://media.kingston.com/support/downloads/KSMv100x_UG_20151022.pdf
http://ssd.skhynix.com/ssd/download/product/easykit/SK_hynix_Drive_Manager_1.1.0_Win_x86_User_Guide.pdf
https://support.blancco.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=66076
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